Progressive
lens
designs
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NEXT GENERATION

Evolving near area
RECOMMENDED TO

MAX

The near area in common progressive

MAX represents the progressive lens with the most
eﬃcient distance and near visual ﬁelds conﬁguration.
It uses a unique industrial science that keeps the near
visual ﬁeld constant when consumer addition grows,
oﬀering a visual solution that coherently evolves with
the patient.

Near evolving area

lenses is reduced when the addition grows.
Patients with a passion for performance.

This is caused by the increase of unwanted
astigmatism that comes with increased

Those looking for the best features.

High-performance
progressive lens

OTHER PROGRESSIVE LENSES

addition. MAX is the ﬁrst progressive lens on

Those that like reach the edge.

the market in which the near area stays the

Those that demand a comfortable near vision area

same in terms of eﬀective area, thanks to a

RX: if addition change is < 0.50D (from previous to new
optometric test)

unique progression design, which modiﬁes
the near zone for each addition.

Add 3

Add 2

MAX

Clear ﬁelds of vision
Experienced presbyopes demand clear and

MAXIMUM VISUAL PERFORMANCE IS
GUARANTEED WITH MAX DESIGN.

BINOCULAR
BALANCE

Add 2 - Add 3

sharp ﬁelds of vision to enjoy the best views.
ClearView technology considers the real
frame as the useful area for ensuring the

Near area evolves with the user
Precision and performance in all ﬁelds
180º

Panoramic distance view

ERGOPATH

Breaking
the limits of
progressive
lenses

maximum ﬁelds of vision possible in a
progressive lens.
Thanks to ClearView technology, MAX

Sharp vision at all distances

lens provides precision and maximum

Personalized lens

THINMAX

Balanced lens

DIGITAL
PROFILE

Adapted to the digital world
Ergonomic design

OPTIMESH

Aesthetics and lightness to the max

performance in a modern progressive lens.

A clear ﬁeld of vision at all distances
MAX lens have clear ﬁelds of vision at all distances.

CLEARVIEW
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1 ST G E N E R A T I O N
VARIABLE
INSET

STEP UP

OPTIMESH

DIGITAL
PROFILE

IUM

Adapted to the digital world, providing
comfortable vision when using handheld
devices
ThinMax option available

A D VA

P RE

M

Personalized lens that considers the real
position of use

N CE D

Entry level personalized progressive lens design, in
which the position of wear is considered in order to
optimize surface and improve vision in all directions
of gaze.
STEP UP LENS PROVIDES AN IMPROVED VISUAL
ACUITY THANKS TO OPTIMESH TECHNOLOGY.
Lens personalized according to real
position of wear
Adapted to the digital world
Optimized near vision

Users demanding a personalized
progressive lens that adapts to their
way of looking and to their prescription,
even when using handheld devices.

The most versatile
progressive lens

R
DA D

ST A N

Wide and clear ﬁelds of vision

Personalization
is a must

A D VA

UP TO 20% OF UNWANTED ASTIGMATISM
IS REDUCED THROUGH BRILLIANCE DESIGN
THANKS TO CLEARVIEW PATENTED TECHNOLOGY.

Patients that demand personalized lenses and
are looking for the best performance in any
environment, even when using handheld devices.

VARIABLE
CORRIDOR

N CE D

IUM
P RE

M

Fully personalized progressive lens design, which
takes advantage of unique ClearView technology
to optimize the progression distribution according
to the real frame shape and thereby signiﬁcantly
reduce the amount of blurriness.

RECOMMENDED TO

DIGITAL
PROFILE

VARIABLE
CORRIDOR

VARIABLE
INSET

Progressive lens with a
unique gene

EZ-1

OPTIMESH

DIGITAL
PROFILE
VARIABLE
CORRIDOR

VARIABLE
INSET

ST A N

CLEARVIEW

BRILLIANCE

1 ST G E N E R A T I O N

R
DA D

1 ST G E N E R A T I O N

This is the result of applying innovative optimization
techniques to the basic range of progressive lens
designs. It takes the visual needs of presbyopes who
use handheld devices every day into account.
EZ-1 REPRESENTS VISUAL QUALITY
WITHIN YOUR REACH.
Well-balanced progressive lens
Adapted to the digital world
Versatile lens: multiple MFH

Patients looking for progressive lenses
that guarantee good adaptation at
a comprehensive price even using
handheld devices.
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ergopath

Innovative
lens design
technologies
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ergopath

With ClearView

Ergonomics and
comfort

Aberrations are intrinsic features in a progressive
surface; a dioptric power always has a certain amount
of aberrations. They are perceived as blurriness by the
user, producing discomfort and sometimes dizziness.
Horizons Optical has developed a unique technology
which reduces the unwanted astigmatism to the
lowest possible level. This disruptive technology
represents the most authentic method of optimizing
lens properties to the real frame shape by removing a
signiﬁcant amount of blurriness from the lens.

To ensure great visual comfort it is essential to
guarantee optimum user ergonomics when looking
at objects. Through the test performed on thousands
of users regarding to the measurement of the visual
behaviour, a range of the optimum vertical rotation
angle of eye is obtained. ErgoPath technology uses
this data to provide an ideal corridor that oﬀers the
optimum ergonomic position to each user.

GRADIENT OF
ASTIGMATISM

Without ClearView

Breaking the limits
of progressive lenses

CLEARVIEW TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES
UNPARALLELED VISUAL FIELDS.
180º

VRA

Ideal corridor

MUSCULAR
STRESS
AREA

The ideal corridor is the corridor length that oﬀers the
optimum ergonomic position to each user.
This is related to the vertical rotation angle of the eye (VRA)
for each user.

Automatic corridor selection

Up to 20% aberration reduction
32º

Swim eﬀect minimization
Allows a more comfortable and ergonomic
position
Maximum visual acuity

ERGOPATH TECHNOLOGY ENSURES A
COMFORTABLE POSITION WHILE READING TO
PROVIDE A NATURAL VISION.

Optimum ergonomics

26º

Ergonomic area

48º

Muscular eye stress area

Easy PAL adaptation
New personalization level

22º
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Aesthetics and lightness
to the max

Perfect stability for
binocular vision

Precise optics in
all directions of gaze

Adapting lenses
to the digital world

ThinMax patented technology allows for changes to
be made to the curvature of the lens to overcome
common manufacturing limitations and achieve a
fully optimized lens, that corresponds to real frame.

This unique mathematical algorithm tackles the
inherent imbalance of astigmatism between nasal
and temporal area of progressive lenses. As a
result, lenses oﬀer similar amounts of unwanted
astigmatism at both sides of the corridor,
improving visual perception when looking into
lateral directions.

Each lens is held by the frame in a diﬀerent position, this
is known as the position of wear or position of use, which
aﬀects human vision, generating aberrations that are
responsible for a drop in visual acuity. Horizons Optical
has developed Optimesh technology to allow consumers
to get lenses calculated and optimized for the real
position of wear.

For many years almost everyone has used handheld
devices, they are used by many people, not just a small
percentage of the population. Digital Proﬁle technology
optimizes the lens progression by modifying corridor
conﬁguration and design to oﬀer comfort and sharp
vision when using digital devices.

BINOCULAR BALANCE TECHNOLOGY BALANCES
AND MINIMIZES THE AMOUNT OF BLURRINESS
AT BOTH SIDES OF THE CORRIDOR.

OPTIMESH IMPROVES OPTICS NO MATTER THE
FRAME OR PRESCRIPTION.

DIGITAL PROFILE AVOIDS AWKWARD MOVEMENTS
AND ENSURES A COMFORTABLE POSTURE WHEN
USING HANDHELD DEVICES.

THINMAX ALLOWS FOR MAXIMUM REDUCTION
OF THICKNESS FOR POSITIVE LENSES.
R
FFE EN

N

TIATIO

Wow eﬀect, diﬀerentiation

DI

Minimum thickness guaranteed
Frame shape always centered
Enlarge the productivity of the polishing pads

Optimum binocular vision
180º

Cutting of a ThinMax lens
Standard
thickness
optimization

Better fusion of lateral images
Sharper peripheral vision

CRIB
FRAME SIZE

Natural vision with the highest visual acuity.
180º

Greater lateral ﬁeld of vision (compared to a
standard PAL)

Greater vertical area with 100% of the
addition
Easy transition between near and far vision

Larger and easier reading area

Comfortable vision when reading

Optimized vision for each position of wear

Ergonomic design that eliminates
uncomfortable postures.

optimization
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AVAILABILITY
CATEGORY

PERFORMANCE
DESIGN

VERSION

INTERMEDIATE

NEAR

ADAPTATION

COMFORT

SHARPNESS

AESTHETICS

THIN

NEXT GENERATION

MAX

PREMIUM

BRILLIANCE

ADVANCED

STEP UP

-

STANDARD

EZ-1

-

PROGRESSIVES

FAR

CODE
THIN
CODE
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AVAILABILITY
CATEGORY

DESIGN

RANGE OFFER

RANGE OFFER

ORDER DATA

VERSION

ADDITION

DIAMETER

NPD

MFH

THIN

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

M

CODE

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

M

THIN

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

M

CODE

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

M
M

NEXT GENERATION

MAX

PREMIUM

BRILLIANCE

ADVANCED

STEP UP

-

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

STANDARD

EZ-1

-

+0.75D to + 4.00D

Up to 105mm

M

PROGRESSIVES

WRAP1

PANTO1

WD1

BVD1

FRAME SHAPE
M

M

Optional
M Mandatory
Range values:
WD: 25 - 50 cm
BVD: 5 - 25 mm
PANTO: -5º - 25º
WRAP: 1º - 30º
1. If no data is provided, then default values will be applied.
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PROGRESSIVE LENS DESIGNS
CATEGORY

DESIGN

NEXT GENERATION

MAX

PREMIUM

CONFIGURATION

TECHNOLOGIES
DIGITAL
PROFILE

OPTIMESH CLEARVIEW

BINOCULAR
THINMAX
BALANCE

VERSION

MHF

INSET

ERGOPATH

THIN

14

0-4

CODE

14

0-4

THIN

14

0-4

-

CODE

14

0-4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

BRILLIANCE

ADVANCED

STEP UP

-

14

0-4

STANDARD

EZ-1

-

14

0-4

-

Optional
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